












Christmas preparations bring us pleasant and sublime feelings of this great 
holiday. People of various professions help to prepare for it. To fill our  
Christmas time with unforgettable moments and home comfort, these  

people create Christmas items for us and support our Christmas traditions.
Would we listen to good music without Christmas Radio? Would we sign 
holiday cards? Would we watch favorite Christmas shows? Would we like 
honey cakes? Would we go to Christmas markets? And would we light  
candles at Christmas Eve without them? 
        

 Meet our Christmas magicians!

Illustrations: 
Inna Maslyak

The bestselling  
collection of stories 

 by modern Ukrainian authors  
about the professions working 

to make Christmas happen 

Authors:  
Halyna Vdovychenko,  
Serhiy Osoka,  
Oksana Lushchevska,  
Valentyna Vzdulska 
Kateryna Mikhalitsyna,  
Volodymyr Arenev,  
and many more.

Hardcover
165 x 235 mm

Age: 4+
for family reading

Full color illustrations
Pages: 96







Baby Hare Who 
Didn't Jump Goes

On a Journey
The Baby Hare Who Didn’t Jump Goes On a Journey 
is a sequel to The Baby Hare Who Didn’t Jump and 
His Brave Mother. It is a fascinating tale of struggle, 
justice and equality. Each child will be able to get 
acquainted with different means of transport and see 
how a vehicle for people with disabilities should be 
equipped. The story is fascinating, and our special little 
Hare is so positive and confident in what he does, 
that he succeeds in all of his efforts. With his actions,  
he gives hope to those who found themselves in  
a similar situation as well as their loved ones.   
The tale tells children that not all people are the same, 
how not to give up when someone goes through a hard 
time, what to stick to when there is no strength, and 

how to live in this world, which is mostly designed 
for “ordinary” people. The tale is very light, 
interesting and colorful. It helps children become 
more empathetic.

Illustrations: Oksana 
Drachkovska (junior)

The thrilling 
story about 
inclusion

Hardcover
210 x 220 mm

Age: 5+
Full color illustrations

Pages: 36

Author: Oksana 
Drachkovska 





Blueberries for Andy
How to talk to children about problems relating to 
ecology and the environment? And how to teach 
them to be merciful and kind to one another and 
to all creatures great and small? Psychologists and 
teachers advise us to discuss such important topics 
from childhood.  

The brave and determined Andy the Bunny and  
his cheerful friends embark on a difficult path, 
striving for a clear sky without smog and smoke,  
for ponds without dirt and plastic, for organic fruit 
and vegetables without preservatives and chemicals, 
and much more. How do they do it? Through daily 

steps aiming to cleanse the planet and the minds 
of its inhabitants. But not everything sounds so 
serious: this story of small and brave animals is 
filled with fascinating discoveries and adventures.

Hardcover
165 x 235 mm
Age: 6+
Full color
illustrations
Pages: 48

The
environmental 

fairy taleAuthor: 
Khrystia 
Venhryniuk 

Illustrations: 
Nadiya 
Kushnir















Aerocats is the sequel to the fantasy story 
Cosmokittens by Yulia Ilyukha and Kateryna 
Stepanishcheva that became a true 
bestseller in Ukraine.

The adventures of Murko Mnyausk continue! 
When the mysterious terrorist M.B. threatens 
to arrange a big explosion and at the same 
time blow up all the airports on the planet,  
the salvation of the world is resolutely taken 

in the paws of aerocats and 
Murko Mnyausk. The 

brave cat goes to 
New York in search 
of a criminal, not 
even imagining 
that apart from 
great trials this 
adventure will  

bring him mad love!

Hardcover
167 x 215 mm
Age: 7+
Full color illustrations
Pages: 112

The well known  
and new whiskered  
characters will  
definitely catch  
the fancy of  
children who 
love cats,  
adventures  
and fantasy  
stories

 

Author: 
Yulia
Ilyukha

Illustrations: 
Kateryna 
Stepanishcheva
 
 
 



"The Star Courier"
8-year-old Martyn and his dog Babak always 
find strange things on their walks like,  
a deflated ball or broken pair of binoculars. 
One day Babak stumbles upon a strange 
place and starts bringing incredible objects 
to his owner. His most fascinating findings 
include a stopwatch that slows down time 
and a pen that writes what a person does 
not dare to say. It turns out that the 
starship of a pigeon courier who works for 
the Intergalactic Delivery Service has fallen 
to Earth. Martyn’s family sets out to help  

the space bird return home without being 
aware of what trials await them. Hardcover 

130 x 195 mm
Age: 6+ 
BW illustrations
Pages: 224

The Star Courier 
is a fantasy story 
for clever clogs 
with big dreams. 

Author: Yuliya 
Ratsebuzhynska
Illustrations: 
Anastasia Yaroshchuk

 
 
 










